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Model Grizzly Located only 30 minutes south of downtown St Paul on Hwy 52 and only 40
minutes north of Rochester. Our 'Certified Service Techs' offer repair service on all kinds of
power sport products including marine repair also. If you are in need of repair or if you are
simply in the market for any type of power sport product and or accessories you owe it to
yourself to drive down and visit our new facility. Cannon Power Sports has a huge selection of
helmets available in most all sizes. Model Rhino This Rhino is one of a kind and fully
customized with the best of parts! The bed has been deleted and the fuel tank has been moved
to the rear for weight balance. It has a Jazz fuel cell with Weller racing fuel pump kit all done
with braided hose and AN fittings. Complete dome roll cage that is lowered 4' from stock. The
PRP bucket seats are sitting 1' lower and have Dragonfire should harnesses. The clutch has
been tuned by Redline Racing as well. Brand new Cognito spindles were just installed last
winter. Has new ITP wheels with 30' mudlites. Interior features include tachometer, water temp
gauge, and air fuel ratio gauge. This is one awesome machine that has already had all the work
done to it, all you need to do is go out and enjoy it! Call for more information! Located on the
corner of 53rd and Pacific Blvd in Albany Oregon. Give our sales team a call today - or fill out
the contact form below. This Yamaha Grizzly is in excellent condition! Continuously variable
automatic transmission with high, low, and reverse. Single cylinder 4 stroke, fuel injection. Call,
email, or come in to Four Wheeling For Less before this deal is gone! Ask about our Financing
OptionsEvery machine we sell goes through a thorough inspection. This inspection includes
checking:ball jointsbushingswheel bearingstie rod endsall seals in drivetrain and
motorbrakescharging systemcooling systemWe have an in-house notary for a one-stop-shop!
Financing Available! Visit Fourwheelingforless. Model Raptor R. All stock. Real simple: it's the
most potent, fastest, best-handling, most comfortable Raptor ever built. All the competition can
do now is sit back and suffer the consequences. Runes like its New. Needs nothing. Big Mud
Tires and Rims. Model Raptor SE. Model Grizzly 4x4. Electronic fuel injection means
instantaneous cold starts and optimal performance in all conditions and at all altitudes. An
automatic centrifugal clutch maintains constant belt tension for reduced belt wear and
industry-exclusive all-wheel downhill engine braking. Fully independent long-travel four-wheel
suspension with WideArc A-arms up front and five-way preload-adjustable shocks provides
maximum ground clearance for unparalleled comfort over rough terrain. Trick digital instrument
panel boasts a multifunction LCD display with speedometer, odometer, dual tripmeters,
hourmeter, 4WD status, transmission position, clock and fuel gauge. Compact engine design
features a degree cylinder angle for ground clearance and lower seat height for quick steering
and maneuverability. Gear-driven crankshaft balancer shaft and new-design rubber-damper
engine mounts reduce vibration. Ceramic-composite cylinder liners provide outstanding
durability and heat dissipation; forged piston is light and strong and rides a carburized,
chrome-moly connecting rod. Two-lobe overhead cam and a pair of needle-roller rocker arms
reduce friction by 50 percent for increased fuel efficiency and torque. Mikuni fuel injection with
44mm bore and throttle position sensor means easy cold starts and flawless fuel delivery in
nearly any condition. Pushbutton electric starting with seven-disk torque-limiting damper
assembly to protect the starter motor. Straight driveshaft layout to the front differential
eliminates U-joints for reduced friction, vibration and maintenance. Stainless steel exhaust
system features aluminum heat shields and a screen-type spark arrestor for great power with
minimum noise output. High-capacity aluminum radiator with fan-assist delivers maximum
cooling efficiency and is positioned high in the frame for optimal protection. Automatic cam
chain tensioner reduces engine maintenance and helps extend engine life. Five-position shif.
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Model Grizzly Auto. Break free without breaking the bank. The sharp-clawed Grizzly packs all
the good stuff, including four-wheel independent suspension in an affordable package built
Yamaha Tough. The sharp-clawed Grizzly packs all the good stuff-including all-wheel
independent suspension in an even more affordable package built Yamaha tough. Model Rhino
Auto. Model Grizzly FI Auto. Pictures Upon Request. Only Excellent condition- Clean, well kept.
Model Rhino FI Auto 4x4. Wheel Base: Turning Radius: Ground Clearance: Fuel Capacity: 7.
Model Big Bear 4X4. The perfect blend of taskmaster and adventurer this hard-working sports
enthusiast has a compact cc air-cooled four-stroke engine, semi-automatic and is an
unbelievable value. Built in the USA. With 50cc more grunt than last year, a dry weight of just

pounds, an extremely tight turning radius, and long-travel, preload-adjustable suspension at
both ends all add up to superior power-to-weight with outstanding agility, handling and comfort
-- ideal for maneuvering out of tight spots or working with heavy equipment. Never been in mud,
just used a little for hunting. Like new condition, has never been abused. Has not been cleaned
for the pictures. Call with any interest or questions. The machine has only 62 Hours on it. ATV is
located in NJ and the buyer is responsible for shipping. ATV is kept in garage and all factory
recommended maintenance are kept up-to-date on this vehicle. Rocky Ford, CO. Alamo Heights,
TX. Bayfield, CO. Huntington Beach, CA. Davis, CA. Ridgefield, WA. Earleville, MD. Alert
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the form of a question. Please enter a question. Our team of engineers designed a snow plow at
a reasonable price so you don't have to skimp on quality to save money. The Easy-Connect
design will make attaching and detaching the snow plow an extremely easy process. This
Center Mounted plow disperses the force of impact to the sturdiest part of the ATV, preventing
damage to the front end or other vehicle parts from sudden impact. Kit Contents: - 60 inch ATV
Snow Plow Blade - ATV Pushtubes - One 1 wearbar - Skid Feet - Plow Mount machine specific Installation Hardware and Instructions Specs: - Snow plow blade 17 inch scoop and leading
horizontal supports formed from a single piece of 11 gauge steel - Four 7 gauge ribs run full
height of plow blade - Three additional 7 gauge horizontal stabilizers support the deepest point
of the blade - 65 degree attach angle and over center design ensures snow rolls up and is
thrown forward - Pushtubes easily position the snow plow blade in 5 different angles - 0, Skip to
main content. FREE delivery: March 3 - 8. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by.
Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and
malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts,
labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate
Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or
Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No
Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires.
Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit
assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. Visit the MotoAlliance Store. Size: 60
inch. This fits your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1
of 1. Previous page. Extreme Max Next page. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Size: 60 inch Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Size: 50 inch Verified Purchase. After
you buy this plow, there will be no more snow storms apparently! Plow is heavier duty than
many other I've seen and seems like it will hold up great. The 50 inch also had a taller scoop
than I expected, which is nice. Installation was not too bad. The toughest part for mine was
installing the mounting bracket on the frame, as it's just a tight area. Assembling the plow and
connecting to the push tubes was simple and the instructions were great. The main instructions
do not include how to install your mounting plate, as the mounting plate is vehicle specific.
There will be separate instructions for the mounting plate installation in the box it comes in. I
didn't realize this and searched the website for an hour trying to find instructions. Once i found
them, it wss pretty straight forward, just time consuming due to tight working areas. Will adjust
rating after more use, but for now it seems like a great buy. By Michelle on February 13, Images
in this review. This item arrived fast and packed well. Was not missing pieces. Installed this on a
Grizzly. The mount was specific to my bike. Used it today for the first time. Beats the heck out of
a shovel. The snow was only about 4" deep but I can tell this plow would work great in deeper
snow too. We have a long asphalt driveway, I'm glad I didn't need to use my shovel. By
Brianinstlou on March 3, Nice and solid scoop and push bars has alot of weight to it comes with
everything you need except winch to push snow. Fit perfect. Not much snow right now, but
what I was able to test it with, it works good. Shipping was super fast. When using it for the very
first time both skids on the bottom broke off and the lever to adjust the plows direction snapped
off. Seems to be v
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ery cheaply made. Would not recommend. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See
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